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Les bâtons ~ Synopsis
A playful work full of surprises!
Les bâtons by Tara Luz Danse is a contemporary dance work inspired by a
musical instrument called Boomwhackers. The work is poetic, playful and
dynamic and explores the power of imagination and creativity. Through
dance, movement and music, the artists combine their ingenuity to
transform these colourful objects in surprising and unexpected ways,
encouraging the audience to open their own imaginations.
“A choreography full of poetry that rouses hearts of all ages and
sparks our curiosity from one scene to the next. Moments of
wonder and surprise flow into the rhythm of the music
which is integral to the work. The performers’
complicity onstage transports us to an
enchanting universe. Anik Bouvrette,
the choreographer, knows how to
touch the audience’s hearts,
no matter the age!”
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Hélène Paris
audience member, 2018

Background on the work
When choreographer Anik Bouvrette discovered Boomwhackers, she knew
right away that she wanted to incorporate them into a dance piece. During
the creative process, she was surprised and inspired by the many ways
these colourful objects can be used not only as a percussive instrument, but
also in movement as well as a visual prop.
Although Les bâtons is a dance work, it also integrates live music and
moments of theatre. The piece celebrates the coming together of three
artistic disciplines found in the Ontario arts curriculum - dance, music and
theatre - and how these three art forms can co-exist in one work.
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About the Boomwhackers
Each different colour of Boomwhacker Tuned Percussion Tube
represents a note of the musical scale.

The longer the tube is, the lower the note.
The shorter the tube is, the higher the note.
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Before the performance
Les bâtons : Find the Word
This word game is inspired by the choreography of Les bâtons. All the
words included in the grid are based on images that the students will see
during the Word/Image sections. This activity will help the students
recognize these images when they are performed by the dancers on screen.

After the performance
The Word/Image Game
It's your turn to play the Word/Image Game! Like the dancers in
Les bâtons, use your imagination to create movement inspired by a
theme such as in my kitchen, in my backyard, in outer space, or create
your own theme!
Theme: Favorite color
a) Teachers/students stand behind their desk.

b) The teacher or a student says his/her favorite color out loud and does a
movement or a shape to represent that color. The other students repeat the
color out loud and copy the movement/shape.
c) The next student says his/her favorite color out loud and does a different
movement/shape. The other students repeat the color out loud and copy
the movement/shape. Repeat until everyone has had their turn.
d) Variations: Say your first name accompanied by a movement; name
objects found in the classroom accompanied by a movement; use
vocabulary currently studied, for example in science or geography,
accompanied by a movement.
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Tara Luz Danse and the artists
Founded by Franco-Ontarian choreographer Anik Bouvrette,
Tara Luz Danse is a francophone contemporary dance company in
residence at the Shenkman Arts Centre, and an active member of the
Ottawa dance community. The company’s work is twofold:
to create and present performances for audiences of all ages, with a focus
on young audiences, with works such as Les bâtons, Les billes and
Les souliers d’Angélie; and to lead projects and activities in schools and in
the community that foster the discovery of contemporary dance, such as
En studio avec nous, Matinées jeunesses, Dessin/Danse and
RésiDANSE : Création/Jeunesse.
Tara Luz Danse celebrates more than 10 years
of creativity and engagement!

Anik Bouvrette
Choreographer and
Artistic Director

Mélissa Roy
Dancer
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Amanda Bon
Dancer

Alexane Couture
Dancer

Philippe Charbonneau
Musician

Contact Information
Tara Luz Danse
245, Centrum Boulevard, suite 260
Ottawa (ON) K1E 0A1
T: 613-510-0194
info@taraluzdanse.ca
www.taraluzdanse.ca
Anik Bouvrette, Artistic and Executive Director
anik@taraluzdanse.ca
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